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Longer days and warmer weather means more time spent 
outdoors enjoying the company of family and friends. For this 
edition we focus on our collections that enhance that outdoor 
experience and we are really excited to present a collection that 
emphasises a handcrafted materiality from master craftspeople 
around the world whose skill brings a nuanced authenticity to 
the products they produce. 

Workmanship and material selections play an important role in 
the products we select to present. Throughout this edition you 
will discover examples in the textures of the fabric, woven ropes, 
ceramics and timbers that we have chosen that make the items 
special and reflect the passion of the artisans that have created 
them. 

It has been a difficult time for a lot of industries over the past 
two years and ours is no different. Material shortages, produc-
tion delays, a broken international shipping industry and Covid 
restrictions have created a perfect storm of problems.  There 
are still plenty of obstacles in the way and if you are thinking of 
investing in furniture then we encourage you not to delay your 
purchase decisions to avoid disappointment as the interna-
tional shortages that we are all seeing across most industries is 
adversely affecting lead times and availability for most furniture 
suppliers. 

Lastly, we’d like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who 
has supported us through this very challenging year and we wish 
you all a great summer and hope to see you again soon.

SUMMER 2021

READY TO DELIVER To help guide you to items 
that are in-stock now or expected to be available 
for pre-christmas delivery look for this symbol.



FRONT COVER Luxury Lilo by Oliver James from $1,499 



Byron
Combining luxury comfort 
with contemporary design, 
the Byron lounge chair 
entices you into its loving 
embrace. 
A curvaceous and elegant 
piece that draws inspiration 
from turn of the century 
Paris and is defined by 
soft feminine lines and an 
embracing expression. Its 
spacious rounded profile 
is perfect for relaxing with 
family and friends. 

ROII by Benjamin 
Baum is a contempo-
rary expression of pure 
DEDON DNA. Compact 
yet comfortable, ROII is 
equally at home atop a 
beach dune, on an ur-
ban balcony, or poolside 
amidst a full array of 
DEDON furniture. Light-
weight, stackable and 
easy to move around, 
ROII is there when you 
need, bringing people 
together for conversa-
tions all day long and 
deep into the night.

Taking it easy

New + 
Noteworthy



Kitchen confidence

Intersection, the new project by Vincent Van Duysen, is a strongly expressive kitchen 
with sophisticated details that highlight Dada’s excellence in working with materials.
Its surfaces intersect to create patterns of light and shadows, solid worktops with im-
portant customisable sections with almost imperceptible profiles or sections chiselled 
like sculptures. 
Winner | 2021, NYCxDesign Awards, Kitchen Cabinetry Category



Ranger
by Cove Outdoor



THIS PAGE Top Ariki 3pc modular corner setting $12,797 Bottom Ariki 3 seater sofa by Cove Out-
door $5,699 OPPOSITE Ranger lounge chair by Cove Outdoor $2,399,  Ranger 2.5 seater sofa by 
Cove Outdoor from $3,999, Flex teak coffee table $1,299



Flex by COVE OUTDOOR

The Flex collection by Cove 
Outdoor embraces organic 
lines and curves in an ode to 
a Nordic influence.
Its name chronicles both its 
function and its form. Crafted 
using the finest teak and a 
shape that gives a lightness 
of form normally not asso-
ciated with the materials 
employed Flex 3 seater sofa 
from $4,999



THIS PAGE Top Clearwater 3 seater sofa $5,999, Clearwater 1 seater lounge chair $3,399, 
Hamilton round teak coffee table from $1,869 Bottom Alexander 2.5 seater sofa in teak and 
natural fabric $5,399 OPPOSITE PAGE Flex 2.4m teak dining table $2,999, Elliot dining chair 
from $639 was $899 



ABOVE Top L to R Galati chair by Jati NOW $239 was $349, Skin chair by Calligaris $339, Logan 
chair by Cove Outdoor $699, Second row L to R Illum chair by Tribu $1,249, Nodi chair by Tribu 
$2,489, Elliot chair by Cove Outdoor $839 Third row L to R Tibbo chair by DEDON from $3,529, 
Mbrace chair by DEDON $2,679, CTR chair by Tribu $3,509, Bottom L to R Seax by DEDON from 
$3,219, Seashell chair by DEDON from $1,239, , Branch chair by Tribu $1,369

$239

 
Galati chair 

NOW

 
was $349

READY TO DELIVER - We have limited stock of these outdoor 
dining chairs in-stock now or arriving shortly for delivery



ABOVE Hamilton alu 2m dining table in charcoal by Cove Outdoor $2,399 Galati dining chair $239, 
Bottom, Illum 2.12m dining table in white by Tribu $6,719, CTR dining chair by Tribu $3,509



Here comes the sun
Our collection of outdoor sun umbrellas 
brings the very best of materials together to 
offer a comprehensive range, available from 
2m up to 3.7m Choose from fixed or rolling 
bases with tiltability to suit your living re-
quirements and add shade to the ones where 
you need it. 

Lux 401
NOW

$4,699
Shade Pack



THIS PAGE Top Lux 301 Shade Pack 3m umbrella, 125kg granite or concrete base and weather 
protection cover NOW $3,499,  Bottom Marbella Shade Pack 3m umbrella, 120kg mobile granite 
base and weather protection cover NOW $2,699, OPPOSITE Lux 401 3.7m umbrella 120kg granite 
mobile base and weather protection cover NOW $4,699

Lux 301
NOW

Marbella
NOW

$3,499

$2,699

Shade Pack

Shade Pack
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1 Ahnda lounge chair by DEDON from 
$7,239 2 Drops side table by Tribu from 
$1,049 3 Misty suspension lamp by 
VeniceM $6,369 4 Seashell barchair by 
DEDON from $1,959, 5 Bio Hazard bar 
cabinet $8,769 6 Elliot 3 seater sofa by 
Cove Outdoor $3,199, 7 Dunes teak side 
table by Tribu $4,029, 8 Uno vase lg $149 
9 Sylt sunlounger $969 10 Garden layers 
diagonal rug by GAN $3,399
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Elliot

NOW
$6,199

3 seater +2 
chairs

was $7,597



THIS PAGE Nodi modular sofa setting by Tribu from $45,779, Dunes side table by Tribu $3,749, 



Surface and structure merge in this versatile collection, by Stephen Burks, each piece 
starting as a powder-coated frame of aluminum mesh through which DEDON´s master 
weavers thread colourful strands of the revolutionary fibre. Above Dala lounge chair by 
DEDON $7,519, Below Tibbo 3 seater from $23,799, Tibbo XL lounge chair from $9,959, 
Tibbo teak coffee table $7,230

Dala by DEDON



T-table by
Tribu

Tao table by
Tribu
The elegant Tao table 
collection is a lesson in 
perfectly balanced con-
trasts – bold sculptural 
pedestals and slim table 
tops that are pleasing to 
the touch. Top Tao dining 
table $13,429, Below 
T-Table oval dining table 
$14,669, Nodi armchair 
$2,679



THIS PAGE Senja modular sofa set-
ting by Tribu from  $23,949, Hexagon 
coffee table by Tribu from $2,899, 





THIS PAGE Top Mbrace lounge chair by DEDON $6,449, Mbrace footstool by DEDON $2,059 
Bottom Mbrace wing chair by DEDON $7,999, Mbarq 3 seater sofa by DEDON $15,379, Izon coffee 
table from $5,189 Loon outdoor floor lamp from $1,920 OPPOSITE PAGE Sealine 2 seater sofa by 
DEDON $21,687 Sealine modular sofa by DEDON modules from $16,729 Sealine coffee tables from 
$6,059, Sealine bench from $3,619

Sealine 
by DEDON



At liberty to express oneself

In 2016 this “love chair” won 
the prestigious Wallpaper 
Design Awards and became a 
Molteni&C icon. D.154.2 lounge 
chair by Gio Ponti for  Mol-
teni&C from $10,089



THIS PAGE Hector bookshelf by Molteni&C from $15,339 Devon chair from $4,359 OPPOSITE 
PAGE Octave modular sofa by Molteni&C from $52,669, Louisa side tables by Molteni&C from 
$3,509

Paul 
by Molteni&C



Hide away in your  own 
little corner of the world
Laden with cushions and with an 
interior that is supremely comfortable, 
breathable and private. These three 
excellent cocooning examples show 
how easy it can be to create your very 
own outdoor hideaway. 



THIS PAGE Nestrest lounger by DEDON from $32,999 OPPOSITE PAGE Top Kida hanging 
lounge chair by DEDON from $9,639 Bottom Rilly cocoon chair by DEDON  from $9,369



Cabana by
Timothy Oulton

Choose from the fresh feel 
of LINEN, the vintage look 
of hand-distressed leather 
or luxuriously thick long-
haired New Zealand sheep-
skin, carefully selected for 
its shaggy, rugged look 
and soft hand feel. Cabana 
lounge chair in yeti sheep-
skin $5,499



Top Par 3.5 seater sofa by Dawson & Co $4,939 Middle Pensive 3 seater sofa in westlake harbour 
grey by Tolv $3,999 Bottom Morocco 2pc modular sofa in bigello milk fabric by Natadora $5,178 
OPPOSITE Nest 5pc modular sofa by Noble Souls $24,449, English Beam coffee table $10,999 
BACK COVER Tosca daybed by Tribu $27,799 



Auckland City 115 The Strand, Parnell
North Shore 38 Constellation Drive, Rosedale
www.dawsonandco.nz, ph 09 476 1121
Shop Hours: Weekdays 9:30am - 5pm / Weekends 10am - 5pm
Winter Hours: North Shore showroom closed Sundays

Prices quoted are valid until 30 December 2021, specials available while stocks last. Dawson & Co reserve the right to correct any misprints


